
 
 
 

Chief Financial Officer      at  
 

Who are we? 

Keymetrics is a software start-up based in Paris and developing a Software-As-A-Service monitoring             
solution for web applications. Developers watch, optimize and debug their web applications thanks to our               
service. 
 
Founded in 2014, the company is backed by Xavier Niel, New York Techstars accelerator, and since few                 
months ago the VCs Alven Capital and Runa Capital. Keymetrics has been experiencing a rapid growth                
since its inception. We have more than 700 clients all over the world. Keymetrics is built on top of PM2,                    
an open source project launched by the founder, that has been downloaded more than 25 millions times. 
 
The team is composed of a dozen of resourceful people passionate about Open Source, new               
technologies, and technical challenges. We want to create an horizontal and collaborative work             
environment with a tons of good energy.  
 
The job 

We are looking for our Chief Financial Officer to handle our high growth accounting and administrative                
workflow. The scope of the mission is likely to evolve and will include: 
 

● Internationalization of our accounting process (decisional tools, invoices registering and          
reconciliation, VAT, URSSAF, relationships with our Certified Accountant, treasury management) 

● Monthly financial reporting & business plan 
● Administrative processes (State loans and subsidies, Insurance for both french and american            

entities)  
● Legal work (Intellectual properties clauses, continual improvement of our contracts) 
● Managing an intern  

 
Profile 
 
We are looking for a rare profile with a good experience in accounting, finance and corporate                
administration and a strong interest in science and/or programming.  
 

- Accounting & management studies  
- Minimum 2 years experience in corporate administration and accounting (French rules and            

compliance is a must-have)  
- Geek / scientific culture, knowledge of coding is a plus  
- Resourceful  

 
Meta data 
 
Full Time starting in May 2017 
Based in Paris (metro Grands Boulevards) 
Rémunération : 35k - 45k€  
Advantages: 50% transports + Health Insurance + Ticket resto + 30 remote days a year 
If you like the offer do not hesitate -> send your resume to jobs@keymetrics.io  
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